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Abstract 
Commercial computer-aided design systems support the geometric definition of product, but they lack utilities to sup
port initial design stages. Typical tasks such as customer need capture, functional requirement formalization, or design 
parameter definition are conducted in applications that, for instance, support "quality function deployment" and "failure 
modes and effects analysis" techniques. Such applications are noninteroperable with the computer-aided design systems, 
leading to discontinuous design information flows. This study addresses this issue and proposes a method to enhance 
the integration of design information generated in the early design stages into a commercial computer-aided design sys
tem. To demonstrate the feasibility of the approach adopted, a prototype application was developed and two case stud
ies were executed. 
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Introduction 

The execution of the design process using computer-
aided systems requires a continuous flow of information 
along the different phases: conceptual, embodiment, 
and detailed. The literature shows that there is a lack of 
commercial tools supporting the conceptual design 
phase, and the systems support mainly the geometric 
modeling of products (Ameri and Dutta, 2005; Guerra-
Zubiaga et a l , 2007; Wang et al., 2002). The reason 
behind this issue is the nature of the product knowledge 
during the conceptual phase, which mainly relates to 
design requirements and constraints (Wang et al., 2002). 

Computer-aided design (CAD) tools should also sup
port nongeometric information such as customer needs 
(CNs), requirements, functions, and constraints 
(Brunetti and Golob, 2000; Tay and Gu, 2002). The dif
ferences in the data structure of the software applica
tions and their development environments are also an 
issue to integrate product information. Prasad (2000) 
proposed the concept of intelligent information system 
(IIS) as the way to pursue, which comprised the integra
tion of the following elements: product lifecycle manage
ment (PLM)/CAD systems, knowledge management, 

concurrent engineering, and computer-integrated manu
facturing (CIM). The IIS concept comprises six levels of 
techniques, methods, and information enrichment. 
Level 2 (modeling and analysis tools) comprises tech
niques such as "quality function deployment" (QFD). 
Level 3 (predictive tools) comprises techniques such as 
"failure mode and effects analysis" (FMEA). Level 4 
comprises the knowledge-based techniques, where the 
"Methodology and software tools Oriented to 
Knowledge-based engineering Applications" (MOKA) 
can be included. 

If the information flow, from customer require
ments, functional requirements, product functions, 
product design parameters (DPs) up to product key 
characteristics (KCs), could be integrated into a CAD 
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system, then product KCs and product DPs could be 
traced back to the problem domain information, and 
they could be used in the development of knowledge-
based applications (KBAs) to automate the product 
geometric definition. With such aim, the integration of 
information related to the following three techniques 
into a CAD system is proposed: QFD, axiomatic design 
(AD), and FMEA, together with product information 
captured as MOKA forms. The independence axiom 
and the information axiom proposed by the AD theory 
are out of scope of the proposed software development. 
The theoretical and methodological approach and the 
development framework were presented in the study by 
Torres et al. (2010). This article focuses on the defini
tion of the information model to support a continuous 
information flow from conceptual design to detailed 
design and its implementation into a commercial CAD 
system. Figure 1 shows the proposed approach. 

The next section presents a review of works dealing 
with product conceptual design information modeling 
and its integration in software applications. Section 
"Development methodology to integrate: QFD, AD, 
FMEA, and MOKA" presents a summary of the 
adopted methodological approach. Section "IIM" pre
sents the proposed model to integrate the product 

conceptual design information. Section "IIM implemen
tation: prototype application" shows the implementa
tion of such model into a prototype development 
created for a commercial CAD system. Sections 
"Methodology and case study discussion" and 
"Conclusions" present discussion and conclusions of 
this article, respectively. 

Review of product conceptual design 
information modeling 

The modeling of product conceptual design informa
tion requires considering design techniques that can be 
used along the conceptual design phase and the infor
mation flow from the problem definition phase up to 
the detailed design phase. Three basic techniques that 
can be used for that purpose are QFD, AD, and 
FMEA. The application of these techniques allows 
connecting customer requirements, functional require
ments, product functions, product DPs, product func
tion failures, and product key or critical characteristics, 
literature exists where the possible integration of such 
techniques is analyzed. Relevant references can be 
found in the studies by Prasad (2000) and Torres et al. 
(2010). Two case studies illustrating the connection of 
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the three techniques can be found in the studies by 
Torres et al. (2010) and Zheng et al. (2012). 

Since the feasibility of an approach of integrating 
QFD, AD, and FMEA is shown in the literature, the 
first issue to analyze is whether information supporting 
such techniques is part of the product information mod
els, and if so, whether such information was implemen
ted into CAD systems. Tay and Gu (2002) combined 
product geometric information, in the form of two-
dimensional (2D) drawings, with a database where AD 
concepts (functional requirements and DPs) were 
stored. The nongeometric information was modeled in a 
database schema that comprised the following entities: 
products, function, function-constraint, constraint, func
tion-form, input-output, part-assembly, component-fea
ture, feature-type, and component-constraint. The 
database schema was implemented into a relational 
database management system, and a link was created to 
the CAD system to show a 2D drawing representing the 
product. Ferrer et al. (2010) also proposed the concep
tual integration of AD information, derived from the 
following four domains: customer, functional, physical, 
and process, within a CAD system, although no real 
implementation was reported. Zheng et al. (2010) aimed 
to integrate FMEA with computer-aided product and 
process development tools. To achieve such integration, 
they proposed an integrated information model (IIM) 
of product and process design with process FMEA. The 
integration of QFD and AD with FMEA was out of 
scope. The proposed model was structured into five 
parts, as follows: product card, part information, FMEA 
Knowledge, Process Information, and Machining 
Resource. In the part information section, the concepts 
modeled were as follows: part, feature, feature-face, and 
Key-Characteristic. The development allowed the 
designer marking product KC in the geometric model 
and to define the associated FMEA information. Bohm 
et al. (2008) developed a data schema to capture non-
geometric design information and to create a design 
repository. The schema was structured into seven infor
mation units: artifact related, function related, failure 
related, physical related, performance related, sensory 
related, and media related. Some of the concepts defined 
in such schema were artifact, customer need, parameter, 
function-flow, failure, sad failure-data-info. In this case, 
both the integration of design information within a 
CAD system and continuous design information flow 
comprising QFD, AD, and FMEA were not addressed. 
Chang et al. (2008) focused on functional modeling of 
products by means of diagrams created using M-IDEF0 
(a modified IDEF0 notation). The integration of QFD, 
AD, and FMEA concepts was out of scope. The graphi
cal notation was supported by the definition of its corre
sponding ontology, the defined classes were function, 
flow, component, sad function-group. Initially proposed 

by Gero (1990), the function-behavior-structure (FBS) 
model is one of the main approaches to represent prod
uct conceptual knowledge. Christophe et al. (2010) fol
lowed the FBS approach and used OMG Systems 
Modeling Language (OMG SysML) diagrams to repre
sent product conceptual knowledge. SysML provides 
three main groups of diagrams: requirements, behavior, 
and structure. The diagrams to represent behavior are 
activity, sequence, state machine, and use. The diagrams 
to represent structure are block definition, internal block, 
parametric, and package. SysML provides the semantic 
for the different concepts supported by the language. 
For instance, the concept requirement is modeled with 
the following attributes: id, text, derived, derivedFrom, 
satisfiedBy, refinedBy, tracedTo, verifiedBy, and master 
(OMG, 2010). 

As it was shown so far, different works aimed to 
integrate product conceptual nongeometric information 
into computer-aided applications. However, none of 
them proposed an information model or reported an 
implementation, where concepts from QFD, AD, and 
FMEA were integrated with the aim of achieving a con
tinuous product design information flow. 

The second issue to analyze is the representation of 
product knowledge to be used in the development 
of KBAs. KBAs are created to automate the design (the 
geometric modeling) of products and components and 
to guarantee that the obtained design is correct. 
MOKA methodology addresses this issue. MOKA pro
vides the following five knowledge objects: Illustrations, 
Constraints, Activities, Rules, and Entities (ICARE). An 
Entity can be a Functional_Entity or a Structural_Entity 
{Part, Product, Assembly, and Feature). A Design_ 
Process is modeled by Activities. These objects are mod
eled in two ways, namely, "informal" way consists in 
forms to be filled by the designer and "formal" way 
consists in classes to be implemented in a software 
application to support the development of an intended 
KBA. Ammar-Khodja et al. (2008) used MOKA to 
support KBA development and to reuse of design 
knowledge. They proposed the enrichment of the 
MOKA objects, by including the concepts of resource, 
to consider tools and machines used in manufacturing 
processes, and function, to define design reasoning activ
ities. Skarka (2007) implemented MOKA classes into 
Protege, used as repository of product knowledge, and 
used a commercial CAD system (CATIA v5) to create a 
KBA application to automate the product geometrical 
design. 

The third issue to review is how commercial CAD 
applications integrate nongeometric product informa
tion. For instance, in CATIA V5, the product func
tional definition (PFD) module allows defining 
functional relationships among product components. It 
uses the following three concepts: subsystem, functional 



object, and action. A product function optimization 
(PFO) module can be used to create a combined func
tional and physical view of the product and an interac
tion matrix of the different components. Such module 
is based on the theory of inventive problem solving 
(TRIZ) to help in the search for possible physical prin
ciples to improve the design. A systematic process to 
design a robot for biomass processing and the use of 
CATIA PFO for functional analysis optimization is 
reported by Starcevic et al. (2010). Similar functional
ities can also be found in other commercial systems, for 
instance, NX Nastran Optimization and PTC Creo 
Behavioral Modeling Extension. 

From the reviewed literature, it can be concluded 
that the integration of product conceptual design infor
mation into CAD systems is being addressed in several 
ways by different researchers. The product information 
models partially comprise the information used at the 
conceptual phase, but a continuous information flow 
based on integrating concepts from the three tech
niques, QFD, AD, and FMEA, is not reported. In this 
sense, this study can be seen as a first contribution to 
pursue such integration. The main contributions of this 
study are the proposal of an information model inte
grating concepts from the three techniques and the 
implementation of such model into a prototype appli
cation within a commercial CAD system. 

Development methodology to integrate 
QFD, AD, FMEA, and MOKA 

The objective of integrating the design techniques is to 
define the information flow that supports the design 
tasks in a chronological way along the design process, 
identifying the information inputs and outputs. The 
proposed methodology is based on an information flow 
(Figure 2) generated when executing the following steps 
(Torres et al., 2010): 

• Use QFD to capture customer needs (CNs) and for
malize them into requirements. 

• Based on the AD theory, select the functional 
requirements (FRs), decompose them, and map them 
into DPs, creating the structural decomposition. 

• Use FMEA to identify the DPs that are critical 
(KCs) to the product functionality by analyzing 
failures and effects. 

• Along the process and in parallel to the three prior 
steps, MOKA ICARE forms are used to document 
relevant product information related to CNs, FRs, 
DPs, KCs, rules, and constraints. In addition, such 
information can then be used to develop KBAs to 
automate the product geometric design. 

A first case study related to a clutch system was 
conducted to evaluate the suitability of the proposed 
conceptual approach (Torres et al., 2010). Ultimately, 
the objective was the implementation of such 
approach into a commercial CAD system. The imple
mentation was carried out by means of a step-by-step 
tool to guide the designer along the different tasks. A 
second case study for an aircraft Y-bolt component 
was carried out to validate both the conceptual 
approach and its implementation (Zheng et al., 2012). 
The implementation required to define a mapping 
between the data structure supporting the informa
tion flow and the data structure of the CAD system. 
The product tree structure of the commercial CAD 
system supports the concepts: product, part, feature 
and parameter, and the hierarchical structural decom
position of DPs needed to be mapped into that struc
ture. Figure 2 shows the design tools used in the 
methodological approach and its corresponding 
information flow. 

Integrated Information Model (MM) 

Prior to define the information model, a step-by-step 
guide of the tasks to be executed by the designer was 
defined. It shows the tasks to capture and define prod
uct information and its flow along the design process. 
Using UML notation, a use case was created to define 
the link between the design tools and the events flow 
along the design process. A UML activity diagram was 
also created to define inputs and outputs of each design 
tool (Figures 2 and 3). 

The documentation of product information by 
means of the MOKA ICARE forms runs in parallel 
with the execution of the different steps of the product 
design process. From the analysis of QFD, AD, 
FMEA, product breakdown structure, and MOKA, 
five units of information were defined. Each of them 
defines a static view or data schema: entities, attributes 
of each entity, and relationships between entities. The 
IDEF1X technique was used for their representation 
(Figure 4). From the initial five data schemas, an IIM 
was derived. The IIM allows keeping a continuous flow 
of information (Figure 3) by including the fundamental 
entities of each technique and their relationships. If 
needed, additional entities to fully support QFD and 
FMEA could be incorporated into the implementation. 
The IIM contains the following main entities (shaded 
boxes in Figure 4): product, part, feature, parameter, 
structure_entity, design _p ar ameter, functional Require
ment, function, constraint, key^characteristics, entity, 
FMEA_product, customerjieeds, requirements, and 
design_specifications. 
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Figure 2. Integration of design tools and design information flow. 

QFD: quality function deployment; FMEA: failure mode and effects analysis; FR: functional requirement; DP: design parameter. 

The IIM comprises entities representing common 
information between the design tools. The entities con
verge in the following way: the structure_entity compiles 
the whole product structure from CATIA {product, 
part, feature, and parameter), the FMEA_product and 
the key characteristics, the AD design_parameter, the 
QFD design_specification, and the MOKA entity; the 
requirements compiles the QFD design_requirements 
and the AD functionalRequirements; the function repre
sents a function derived from the AD functional Re
quirement, and the product function evaluated in 
FMEA; the customerjieeds represents the QFD CN 
concept; and the constraints represents the constraints 

associated with AD functional requirements and DPs 
and with MOKA constraints related to entities. 

IIM implementation: prototype 
application 

Due to industrial constraints, CATIA V5 was the com
mercial CAD system selected to develop a prototype 
application supporting the step-by-step guide of design 
activities (Figure 2) and its corresponding IIM 
(Figure 4). The implementation requires analyzing the 
data structure of the development environment and its 
corresponding application programming interface 
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Figure 3. Step-by-step guide and information outputs. 
QFD: quality function deployment; FMEA: failure mode and effects analysis; FR: functional requirement; DP: design parameter; CN: 
customer need; AD: axiomatic design. 

(API). In the CAD system, a single component is mod
eled as a Part, among other elements, its breakdown 
structure comprises a part_body, geometricJ'eatures, 
relations, and parameters. A Part is stored in a file of 
type CATPart. A Product is stored in a file of type 
CATProduct that comprises pointers to the CATPart 
files of each component and information related to 
their relative positioning. Since the CAD system is 
based on Microsoft Object Linking and Embedding 
(OLE) technology, to achieve a continuous design 
information flow, it is possible to integrate the 

information contained in the CAD tool with informa
tion contained in a relational database management 
system (MS Access) using Visual Basic for 
Applications (VBA). VBA was also used to define the 
user interface of the prototype application. 

The prototype application was tested by executing 
two case studies that were initially manually executed 
(Torres et al., 2010; Zheng et al., 2012). The first case 
study was based on the design of a pressure plate of a 
friction clutch (Torres et al., 2010), and the second case 
study was based on the design of an aircraft Y-bolt 
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Figure 4. IDEFIX diagrams of the information model. 
QFD: quality function deployment; FMEA: failure mode and effects analysis; MOKA: Methodology and software tools Oriented to 
Knowledge-based engineering Applications; ICARE: Illustrations, Constraints, Activities, Rules, and Entities. 

component (Zheng et al., 2012). The execution of the 
case studies with the prototype application aims show
ing the continuity of the proposed information flow, 
the feasibility of creating a guiding tool in a commer
cial CAD system for the designer to conduct design 
tasks starting in the conceptual design phase, and the 
knowledge capture to define a product and its use in 
the detailed design phase to create a KBA to automate 
the geometric definition of the product. 

To implement the step-by-step guide (Figure 3), the 
prototype application provides a user interface integrated 

within the CAD system (Figure 5), and the information 
captured in each step is stored in a database that con
forms to the data structure defined in the IIM (Figure 4). 

The process starts with the definition of CNs and 
requirements. The user interface implements the seman
tics of the different entities or classes defined in the 
model. For instance, to define a requirement, the fol
lowing attributes must be input: name, description, and 
type, and to support the hierarchical decomposition of 
requirements, a parent requirement can be defined. 
Once CNs and requirements are defined, the design 
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FR: functional requirement; C N : customer need. 

must define the relationship between them. A require
ment relates at least to a CN, and the relation is defined 
by a weight number to define the affinity level, and a 
matrix shows the defined relations (Figure 5). The user 
interface provides a button named ICARE Forms that 
the designer can use to capture relevant product knowl
edge in parallel to the execution of the design tasks 
(Figure 6). 

Following with the step-by-step guide, the next tasks 
are formalize functional requirements (FRs), establish 
product functional structure, identify physical princi
ples and solutions, establish DPs, and map FRs and 
DPs (Figure 7). The FR formalization comprises defin
ing the attributes: function, action, object, and con
straint (Torres et al., 2010). Parameters are defined with 
the following attributes: name, description, and type. A 
window shows the list of the already defined require
ments and the list of the already defined parameters, 
and the designer must select the elements to relate and 
define the affinity level (Figure 7). 

The tasks dealing with identifying physical princi
ples and solutions using the defined functional require
ments must be executed by the designer separately. 
The definition of the physical principles that satisfy 
the demanded requirements will allow defining feasible 
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FR: functional requirement; DP: design parameter. 

mechanical clutch was chosen (Torres et al., 2010). With 
the design information defined up to now, the subject of 
the case study is not yet geometrically defined but the 
basis information needed for its detailed definition is 
captured and stored in the database, including MOKA 
ICARE forms, fn particular, the pressure plate is 
defined by DPs that mainly relates to geometrical shapes 
and dimensions. The execution of the tasks is iterative 
and ends when all the requirements and parameters are 
defined and related. Based on the hierarchical structure 
of DPs and considering the type of each parameter 
(product, part and design), the product tree is created in 
CATf A when clicking in the button "Generate Product 
Tree" (Figure 7). The parameters of type "design" are 
mapped into the CATfA concept of "parameter." 
Figure 8 shows the example of the clutch pressure plate 
and the parameter "lever ratio." The left-hand side of 
Figure 8 shows a fragment of code from a function to 
search the parent-child relationships to define the hier
archy of parameters in the CATfA product tree. 

Methodology and case study discussion 

The proposed method combines the following three 
design techniques: QFD, AD, and FMEA, to define a 

step-by-step guided process supported by a continuous 
product information flow from the conceptual design 
up to the detailed design phase. The matrix-based defi
nition of relationships between CNs, FRs, and DPs 
and the functional and structural decomposition, pro
posed by AD, allows tracing back and forth key DPs, 
functional requirements, and CNs. Key DPs can then 
be used to develop KBAs to automate the product geo
metric definition, which is once generated should be 
compliant with the needs and requirements defined at 
the conceptual design phase. Along the guided process, 
using MOKA ICARE forms, product knowledge can 
be captured to help in developing KBAs. To evaluate 
its applicability in an industrial environment, it was 
necessary to demonstrate how this approach could be 
integrated into a commercial CAD system. Figure 8 
shows a summary of the proposed method. 

The product information traceability back and forth 
within the CAD system is a relevant aspect that should 
help in creating designs compliant with the needs and 
requirements defined at the conceptual design phase. 
The first product structure generated within the CAD 
systems provides no geometry, but it comprises the key 
parameters to be used along the embodiment and 
detailed design phases. Such parameters can be used in 
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optimization studies using modules already available 
within the CAD system, for instance, Product 
Engineering Optimizer in the case of CATIA V5. In a 
later phase, and once the optimal values for the key 
parameters have been determined, a KBA, which uses 
such key parameters, could be developed to automate 
the product geometric definition. A way to demon
strate this process can be shown with an example, 
where we go backward from a geometric DP to its cor
responding customer requirement. 

Going backward in the first case study (Torres et al., 
2010), the inner diameter (pressure plate fulcrum dia
meter) is a geometric parameter to dimension the pres
sure plate. The inner diameter is linked with a rule that 
defines the type of cast iron to be machined to manu
facture the pressure plate. The inner diameter was used 
to create a KBA prototype to select the cast iron and 
to create the geometric model of the pressure plate. The 
inner diameter is linked with the torque transmission 
capacity. Based on the FRs-DPs matrix, the lowest 
level DP is the lever ratio. The distance to release a 
clutch disk and the load to be applied depend on the 
lever ratio. The inner diameter is a key geometric para
meter that defines the pressure plate, and it is directly 
linked with the lever ration (DP). The lever ratio is a 
DP derived from the application of the principle of 
lever in the friction clutch. The principle of lever satis
fies the functional requirements of engage and 

disengages. These FRs are linked with the CN of a pro
gressive engage when shifting gears without engine 
stopping and vibrations. This example was executed in 
the developed prototype application and shows how 
product information used at the detailed design phase 
is traced back to product information defined at the 
conceptual design phase keeping a continuous flow of 
information (Figure 9). 

Conclusions 

The objective of this study was to define a continuous 
product design information flow from the conceptual 
design up to the detailed design phase and to implement 
it into a prototype application within a commercial 
CAD system. The proposed method integrates concepts 
from QFD, AD, and FMEA and allows connecting 
customer requirements, functional requirements, prod
uct functions, product DPs, functions failure modes, 
and product KCs. A step-by-step process of the tasks 
to be executed by a designer was defined. An informa
tion model was created to support such process. The 
developed model extends the product conceptual design 
models reported in the literature. 

Based on the defined model, a prototype application 
was developed, and two case studies were executed to 
demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approach. 
The results show a continuous information flow into a 
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single C A D system, avoiding the use of noninteroper-
able software applications that may lead to broken 
information flows. Product design information is stored 
into a relational database and into files specific to the 
CAD system. The hierarchical product structure is 
mapped into the C A D system product tree. The DPs 
defined along the guided design tasks are mapped into 
parameters that can be used in the creation of KBAs to 
automate the product geometric definition. M O K A 
ICARE forms can be created by the designer in parallel 
to the execution of the design tasks. This allows enhan
cing the product knowledge capture. 

Future works should lead to incorporate design 
decision-making capabilities to the current approach. 
In particular, to assist in the tasks to select physical 
principles and design solutions satisfying the FRs. 
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